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Quartz sparkle 
on the surfaces...



We Think Big
We change habits and lifestyles with our trend products 
developed by our high-tech R&D

We are universal
We are a global-minded domestic brand. We produce in 
our 40.000 m2 factory in Manisa OSB and present it to 
the Turkish and World markets.

We are different
We are thinking otherwise. We change the surface usage 
habits with awareness that we create.

We are reliable
We show that we are open to co-operation for the 
execution of the projects. We take care to be honest and 
transparent.

We are intelligent
We are not dreamers, we are pragmatic. We conclude 
projects, design and implementation and high perfor-
mance.

We are participants
We adopt a participatory mode of communication with 
our customers, our suppliers and our employees.

We are always one step ahead
The value we create comes from our global aware-
ness and our rich diversity. We give fast, most effective 
response to changing priorities.

We want more
By taking the necessary risks and managing them corre-
ctly, we reach our operational goals.

We are green!...
We are green, from raw to production riding.
Our productive love is inspired, from our nature and 
human love ...

we are
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Belenco 
Quartz Surfaces 

get a glistening look from 
the natural shine of quartz.

It does not contain 
any gloss-providing 

chemicals.
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carola - 5114

angel white - 2110

elixir white - 5250

antique  white - 4233
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fairy white - 4227

corona brown - 7633

kristella fume - 2051

forza fume - 5050



chakra beige -4458

Belenco 
Quartz Surfaces 

provide you with the 
glamorous and 

glittering sparkle that reflects 
your style, with a range of 
stylish colors and textures 

that can respond to 
changing tastes 

and needs.
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mocca mousse - 5329

chakra beige - 4458

montana - 7543

juliet white - 5139





In all needs of your 
projects; on the floor, on 
the wall, on the table, on 
the coffee tables and in 
the banks, with the 
aesthetic and 
robust construction 
you can safely apply 

Belenco® is 
everywhere...
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kristalius beige - 5151

kashmera white - 4123

aizano - 4043

iceberg - 1110



m
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Belenco 
Quartz Surfaces 

are intended to enhance 
your comfort. 

Designing durable, stylish and 
attractive surfaces, in your 

kitchens and interiors 
where you spend time 

with 7/24 affection.

http://


sahara beige - 4444

metropol grey - 7537

dream white - 5254

deep blue - 4824
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Belenco Quartz Surfaces 
do not allow the 
reproduction of bacteria 
or microorganisms on it, 
with their pore-free and 
compact structure ...
 
The hygienic structure of 
Belenco Quartz Surfaces, 
certified by LGA, has also 
been approved by NSF, al-
lowing food to be 
prepared with ease.



alinda - 9113

anemon - 8113

polar white - 4152

boletus - 3333



perla white - 1123

olympos - 3618

gala black - 5751

kristella white - 4262



daphne crack - 3113

spa black - 8727

volcano black - 8765

teos - 2214
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Seta has been specially designed for those who want to 
feel the natural beauty of silk with  each touch. 
Slightly wavy form and fine indents of Seta collection 
provide Belenco® Quartz Surface with an effect of depth 
while giving the sense of silk in each touch. 

Feel the silk touch! 







Life is 
so easy 
with Belenco®



Easy to clean, adds comfort to life
Rendering extremely strong and durable natural quartz 
mineral in a combination of exceptional artwork and engi-
neering, Belenco produces fascinating quartz surfaces with 
contemporary designs and state-of-the-art technology. Be-
lenco manifests itself as a strong and stylish surfacing ma-
terial with high abrasion, scratch and chemical resistance. 
It is easy to clean and adds comfort to life with the ease of 
use it presents. 

Always hygienic
Thanks to its nonporous and non-water-absorbent struc-
ture Belenco’s compact nature allows no micro-organism 
growth making it absolutely hygienic. Belenco Quartz Sur-
faces have been approved by NSF and certified by NSF51 
hygiene certification for safe food preparation, therefore 
there is no need to use disinfecting cleansers. 

No permanent stains
Belenco employs the cutting edge technology to produce 
quartz surfaces comprising of 93% natural quartz and 7% 
binder and inorganic pigment in formulation with a non-liq-
uid absorbent and nonporous structure making it resistant 
against dirt. Aggressive effects of chemicals are no longer a 
problem for Belenco Quartz Surfaces thanks to the inherent 
quartz mineral. Substances like tea, coffee, wine, vinegar, 
lemon and colored spices, which could permanently stain 
other type of countertops or cause wear on their surfaces, 
do not affect Belenco. There is no need to seal or wax Bel-
enco Quartz Surfaces.

Maintains natural shine 
Belenco retains the natural sheen of quartz mineral without 
any need for sealing or waxing. Belenco maintains its first 
day luster and natural brightness for long years by the help 
of a simple daily cleaning.

Displays luster as the first day with a simple 
cleaning
A wet cotton cloth and a soft neutral liquid detergent (win-
dow cleaners or hand-dishwashing liquids) are enough 
for daily cleaning. Should you wipe out any spills and left-
overs from the surface before drying out and turning into 
permanent stains, you can preserve the first day lustrous 
outlook for long years. Rinsing well the surface with suffi-
cient amount of water after having cleaned with a neutral 
detergent is important both for your health and long term 
protection of the natural outlook of the surface. 



Lime, soap residiues and water marks 
Use low concentration household lime removers 
in getting rid of such stains. Observe producer’s 
directions for use. Rinse off the surface with plenty 
of water after treatment. 

Stains hard to remove
Dried stains and spills are hard to remove and 
need you spend more effort. Therefore you should 
clean out the dirt and stains on your countertop 
before they dry out. Use a plastic spatula to get rid 
of the stains hard to remove such as dried food 
left-overs and drink spills, residues of hair dyes, 
nail enamels, adhesives and paint spills. First gent-
ly scrape away the stain with a plastic spatula and 
then clean out the surface with a soft cloth and a 
neutral liquid detergent. Pay attention not to use 
cleaners containing abrasive particles. For stub-
born stains, apply the detergent directly onto the 
spill only and then gently scrub out with a clea-
ning sponge. Rinse the surface well with sufficient 
water after cleaning. 

Rust and Oil Stains 
Avoid letting any spills of rust or heavy oil dry out 
to turn into stubborn stains. Yet in such a case, you 
must use oil or rust removal products and remem-
ber that such are strong chemicals damaging the 
surface. Therefore you must be very careful in app-
lying such products. These products with high pH 
degree must be applied onto the stain only and 
rinsed off with sufficient amount of water within 
the shortest time. Should such products remain 
on the surface for a long time or fail to be rinsed 
off well, they can result in discoloration or surface 
defects in Belenco. 

We recommend
A wet cotton cloth and warm water 
are enough for the daily cleaning of 

your Belenco countertop. In cases where 
you have to use detergent, prefer neutral 

daily cleaning agents. Before using a 
cleaning agent, certainly remember 
to read and observe the producer’s 

instructions. Rinse the surface 
thoroughly with water after 

cleaning.

http://


Use a cutting board
Belenco retains the supreme qualities of the inher-
ent quartz. As one of the hardest mineral stones 
in nature, the most important merit the natural 
quartz has to offer Belenco is the high abrasion 
and scratch resistance. Belenco is a countertop 
material with the highest scratch resistance. Yet, 
remember not to use cutlery directly on Belenco. 
Pay attention to use a cutting board in order for 
your countertop to preserve the first day beauty.

Use a trivet or a hot pad
Although Belenco has a higher heat resistance 
when compared to other countertop materials, it 
can be affected by heat changes. Therefore, it is 
absolutely a must to use a trivet or a hot pad and 
not to put a hot container directly on Belenco 
after having taken out from the cooker or oven. 
Do not place any heat emitting kitchen appliance 
(electric toasters or cookers, etc.) directly on the 
countertop. 

Keep in mind!
 
Please consider the following points in order for 
you to enjoy your Belenco countertop with the 
first day luster and beauty for long years:

•	 Don’t	let	stubborn	stains	dry	out	on	your	
countertop. Cleaning out such kind of stubborn 
stains as soon as possible will make you use less 
chemical substances and shorten your cleaning 
time. 
•	 Avoid	 using	 cleaning	 agents	 with	 high	
pH degree as much as possible. Should you ob-
viously have to use them, apply directly onto the 

stain only and rinse off with plenty of water in the 
shortest time. 
•	 Strictly	avoid	using	powder	or	cream	de-
tergents with abrasive particles. Prefer gel prod-
ucts. In the same way, avoid using hard cleaning 
tools (wire scrubbers, sponges with abrasive sur-
face, etc). 
•	 Never	apply	any	bleaching	agents,	paint	
strippers or thinners (chemicals such as tirchlo-
roethane or methylene chloride) on your coun-
tertop. Strong bases with pH degree higher than 
8.5 and acids with very low pH degree such as 
spirits of salt cause your countertop fade out its 
color and make its smooth surface deformed. 
•	 Never	 place	 any	 containers	 taken	 out	
from the cooker or oven directly onto your coun-
tertop. Always use a trivet or a hot pad. 
•	 Some	 cooking	 methods	 cause	 heat	 re-
flection making it reach out onto the counter and 
accumulate to damage the surface. Always place 
your pots and pans centered on the appropriate 
part of your cooker. 
•	 Never	 use	 cutlery	 such	 as	 knife	 directly	
on your countertop, prefer using a cutting board. 
•	 Avoid	dropping	or	 falling	off	 any	heavy	
objects onto the countertop. Pay attention to 
prevent objects from damaging the countertop 
surface or its edges (scratching, cracking, chip-
ping). 
•	 Belenco	 retains	 the	 radiance	 of	 the	 in-
herent natural quartz. Therefore, never apply 
Belenco surfaces any waxes or sealants. Belenco 
surfaces can be polished only under factory cir-
cumstances. Any kind of polishing or honing to 
be done thereafter will damage your Belenco 
quartz surface beyond repair. 

Easy to maintain the first-day beauty for years long 



There are 
many 
reasons to 
choose 
Belenco®



Quartz; The most robust, functional, precious natural stones of na-
ture. It’s very hard. It has high abrasion and scratch resistance. It 
shows high resistance against the abrasive effects of chemicals. 
Belenco is much more advantageous than other surface materials 
with 93% natural quartz mineral. 

There are many reasons to 
choose Belenco ...

Our 
Advantages

Belenco Quartz 
Surfaces

Scratch Resistance

Flexural Strength

Rupture Strength

Resistance against chemicals 

Water absorption and porosity

Stain Resistance

Hygiene

Easy Maintenance

Heat Resistance

Color Consistency

Color Consistency

Natural	Stone
(Granite)

Laminate Acrylic Surfaces



Natural Beauty 
Belenco quartz surfaces have unmatched durability and unique natural beauty thanks to extremely 
strong and durable/stable natural quartz mineral and superior/high- quality polymer resin inherent 
at a rate of nearly 93% in its composition.

Quartz Brightness
Belenco Quartz Gloss is obtained with natural shine of natural quartz particles. The shine does not 
contain any chemicals. Then the surface does not need to be polished or polished.

Fashionable Spaces
Belenco Quartz Surfaces give life to top quality, most fashionable and elegant quartz surfaces 
respecting the world standards as well. What is fashionable in living spaces is the quartz, and what 
is fashionable in quartz is the Belenco Quartz Surfaces. 

Strong
The natural quartz, an extremely strong and durable material, combines with excellent design 
and technology in Belenco Quartz Surfaces to form a surface material with high resistance against 
erosion, scratches and impacts. 

Resistant to Chemicals 
Belenco Quartz Surfaces are highly resistant to corrosive effects of acids and bases.  Corrosive 
effects of detergants are no more a problem for Belenco Qurtz Surfaces. 

Resistant to Dirt 
Non-water-absorbent	and	nonporous	structure	of	Belenco	Quartz	Surfaces	is	not	affected	by	
substances such as tea, coffee, wine, mustard, vinegar or lemon that would permanently cause stain 
or abrasion on other type of worktop materials. There is no need to apply any surface protection to 
Belenco Quartz Surfaces. 

Hygienic 
Nonporous	and	compact	structure	of	Belenco	Quartz	Surfaces	does	not	allow	any	bacteria	or	
other	micro-organism	growth.	NSF	approved	hygienic	qualities	make	Belenco	totally	safe	for	food	
preparation. 

Same as the first-day 
Belenco Quartz Surfaces preserve the first-day strength, sheen and unique outlook for years long 
and do not require any special care and maintenance.  

Nature Friendly 
Belenco Quartz Surfaces are nature friendly as they add value to quartz, show resistance against 
wear and tear, reduce cleaning expenses and make investments to recycling technologies.


